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Comparative CYP-omic analysis between the
DDT-susceptible and -resistant Drosophila
melanogaster strains 91-C and 91-R
Keon Mook Seong,a* Brad S Coates,b May R Berenbaum,c John M Clarkd
and Barry R Pittendrigha
Abstract
BACKGROUND: Cytochrome P450 monooxygenases (P450s) are involved in the biosynthesis of endogenous intracellular compounds and the metabolism of xenobiotics, including chemical insecticides. We investigated the structural and expression level
variance across all P450 genes with respect to the evolution of insecticide resistance under multigenerational dichlorodiphenyltrichloroethane (DDT) selection.
RESULTS: RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) and reverse transcriptase–quantitative polymerase chain reaction (RT-qPCR) indicated
that the transcript levels of seven P450 genes were signiﬁcantly up-regulated and three P450 genes were down-regulated in
the DDT-resistant strain 91-R, as compared to the control strain 91-C. The overexpression of Cyp6g1 was associated with the
presence of an Accord and an HMS-Beagle element insertion in the 5′ upstream region in conjunction with copy number variation
in the 91-R strain, but not in the 91-C strain. A total of 122 (50.2%) ﬁxed nonsynonymous (amino acid-changing) mutations were
found between 91-C and 91-R, and 20 (8.2%) resulted in amino acid changes within functional domains. Three P450 proteins
were truncated as a result of premature stop codons and ﬁxed between strains.
CONCLUSION: Our results demonstrate that a combination of changes in P450 protein-coding regions and transcript levels are
possibly associated with DDT resistance, and thereby suggest that selection for variant function may occur within this gene
family in response to chronic DDT exposure.
© 2018 Society of Chemical Industry
Supporting information may be found in the online version of this article.
Keywords: cytochrome P450 monooxygeneases; Drosophila melanogaster; duplication; genome-wide evolution; loss-of-function
mutation; transposable elements
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INTRODUCTION
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Insects have evolved various adaptive strategies, including the
diversiﬁcation of their detoxiﬁcation mechanisms in response to
diﬀerent classes of chemical insecticides.1 The subsequent loss of
eﬀective control has led to challenges in controlling these insects
with regard to the production of agriculturally important crop
plants as well as the protection of human health. For example,
recurrent exposure of the Western corn rootworm, Diabrotica virgifera virgifera, to carbamate, organophosphate, and organochlorine insecticides in agricultural ﬁelds imposed a selective pressure
that led to the evolution of resistant populations.2,3 Analogously,
insecticide resistance within insect populations that are vectors
of disease pose public health risks to humans.4 Multigenerational
xenobiotic selection pressures within insect populations can lead
to adaptation via heritable changes in detoxiﬁcation pathways.
Increased survivorship often occurs among individuals in response
to environmental toxins,5,6 and arises by the action of directional
selection to alter gene function by changes to gene expression
patterns or amino acid sequences. Understanding aspects of
genomic selection for insecticide resistance will aid in molecular
screening methods for detecting ﬁeld-evolved resistance as well
Pest Manag Sci 2018; 74: 2530–2543

as in methods devised to delay or circumvent the ﬁxation of causal
alleles within insect populations.7,8
Cytochrome P450 genes constitute a large gene family and are
found in virtually all living organisms, including bacteria, fungi,
plants, and animals.9,10 P450 proteins are involved in endogenous and exogenous metabolism, including the oxidative degradation of many xenobiotic compounds.11 There is great diversity
of P450 genes within and between sequenced genomes, where
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(ARE),38,39 including Cyp6a2 and Cyp6a8.40 As mutations in the D.
melanogaster estrogen-related receptor (ERR) caused changes in
the expression of P450s, there is the possibility that components
of signal transduction pathways might also play a role in the evolution of DDT insecticide resistance mechanisms.41
Lamb et al. designated the collective set of P450 genes within the
genome of an organism a ‘CYPome’.42 As many previous studies
have focused on the role of individual P450 genes in the xenobiotic
metabolism of insects,43 the structural and function responses of
the CYPome to insecticide selection are not yet fully understood.
With reductions in the cost of sequencing whole genomes, the
opportunity to take a systems approach to investigating genes
associated with insecticide resistance becomes increasingly more
feasible, facilitating comparative analyses of the structural and
functional variation among P450 superfamily members. We introduce the term ‘comparative CYP-omic analysis’ to describe the
study of the similarities and diﬀerences in genomes, transcriptomes, proteomes, or a combination thereof, between individuals,
strains, populations, species, or higher level taxa, as they relate
to cytochrome P450s. Within the context of this study, we used a
comparative CYP-omics approach to assess gene polymorphisms
and transcriptional diﬀerences toward a better understanding of
the evolutionary processes associated with prolonged DDT selection under laboratory conditions.
Two D. melanogaster strains, the highly resistant DDT-selected
strain 91-R and its corresponding control, 91-C, have experienced
diﬀerential exposures to DDT in the laboratory for more than
six decades.44–46 These two strains were derived from a known
common origin, but subsequent diﬀerences in the DDT selection
schemes have provided a valuable resource for comparative analysis within the context of a model for studying xenobiotic resistance
mechanisms on a genomic-wide scale. Indeed, these two strains
formed the basis of a comparative genomic study that identiﬁed
genome regions with signiﬁcant variance in nucleotide ﬁxation
putatively attributable to the eﬀects of diﬀerential selection,
which included one region encoding Cyp4g147,48 and ATP-binding
cassette transporters (ABC transporters) open reading frames.47,49
Previously, Brandt et al. showed that the P450 inhibitor piperonyl
butoxide (PBO) drastically reduces (but does not eliminate) DDT
resistance in D. melanogaster, providing further evidence that
diﬀerential expression of P450 genes is a component of the DDT
resistance phenotype.29 The current study expands on prior work
performed in the DDT-resistant strain 91-R by investigating the
structural and expression level (functional) variance across all
P450 gene family members compared with that of its control
strain, 91-C. These studies associating speciﬁc P450 variants with
DDT resistance are important for the understanding of evolutionary processes involved in genome-wide responses to chronic
xenobiotic exposure.

2

MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 Drosophila melanogaster strains
The D. melanogaster strains DDT-susceptible 91-C and DDTresistant 91-R were created > 60 years ago.46 The 91-R strain has
been shown to be ∼250-fold more resistant to DDT than the susceptible 91-C strain through the use of contact bioassays.30 The
91-R strain has been continually selected by maintaining the ﬂies
in a colony bottle in the presence of a 150-mg DDT ﬁlter paper disk
while 91-C has been maintained without any exposure to DDT.
To estimate the frequency of large deletions in the Cyp4p1 and
Cyp4p2 regions among D. melanogaster strains, an additional
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the number in this large multi-gene family ranges from 37 in
the human body louse, Pediculus humanus humanus,12 to 170
in the genome of Culex quinquefasciatus.13 This high number of
P450 genes within insect genomes inspired the term ‘P450 family blooming’.14 The Drosophila melanogaster (D. melanogaster)
reference genome contains 90 P450 genes and ﬁve to seven
pseudogenes.15,16 The P450 gene superfamily has diversiﬁed into
25 diﬀerent families within the D. melanogaster genome grouped
into four large clades (the CYP2, CYP3, CYP4, and mitochondrial
clades) across P450 families,17 which have evolved through copy
number expansions that mostly occurred within the Cyp4 and Cyp6
families within the CYP3 clade.15 Gene duplication and loss have
been recognized as the predominant evolutionary factors in determining levels of P450 gene family complexity and diversity.18,19
This pattern is highlighted by the ancestral Cyp12d1/2/3 duplication and diversiﬁcation that subsequently led to the loss of
Cyp12d2 in D. melanogaster,20 and also includes 114 P450 gene
copy losses and 74 gains across 12 Drosophila species.16 The level
of redundancy in any given genome may allow leeway in the
evolutionary trajectories of P450 gene copies (orthologs and paralogs) to shift between varying structural, signaling, and metabolic
roles.21 The evolutionary diversity of the diﬀerent P450s implicated
within insecticide resistance mechanisms across a range of phylogenetically diverse insects has been used to highlight their importance in the adaptation of insect populations to xenobiotics.22
Previous studies have focused on the role of P450s in the detoxiﬁcation of intracellular and xenobiotic compounds.23–26 Several
P450s are implicated in the degradation of caﬀeine,27 and the
up-regulation of Cyp4e3 in the Malpighian tubules is associated with permethrin resistance and surmised to impact cellular
response to stress.28 To date, the functional role of the Cyp6g1
gene has been particularly focused upon in order to identify
the mechanism by which this P450 metabolizes insecticides in
D. melanogaster. Low levels of DDT insecticide resistance in ﬁeld
populations of D. melanogaster are inﬂuenced by the constitutive or inducible up-regulation of Cyp6g1 and Cyp12d1,29,30 and
microarray analysis indicated that DDT resistance is associated
with over-transcription of Cyp6g1 in D. melanogaster.31 Schmidt
et al. also found that Cyp6g1 expression was inﬂuenced by copy
number variation and an Accord transposable element insertion
upstream of the Cyp6g1 gene.32 Furthermore, six alleles of Cyp6g1
were identiﬁed on the basis of the duplication events and insertion
of diﬀerent types of transposable elements. These six alleles were
strongly correlated with DDT resistance level.32 Recent work by
Battlay et al. has also shown that Cyp6g1 is involved in organophosphate resistance through transgenically overexpressing the Accord
element from a resistant strain (Hikone-R) in D. melanogaster.33
Most recently, two P450s, Cyp6g1 and Cyp6g2, have been shown to
contribute to the metabolization of imidacloprid and are involved
in conferring resistance to this insecticide in D. melanogaster.34
Additionally, multiple P450s associated with DDT resistance were
over-transcribed in the highly DDT-resistant D. melanogaster strain
as compared to DDT-susceptible strain, suggesting that resistance
may be in part attributable to diﬀerential expression of multiple
P450s.35,36 Retention of a functional Nrf2/Maf (NF-E2-related factor
2/Muscle aponeurosis ﬁbromatosis) transcription factor binding
site was previously linked to the over-expression of Cyp6a2 associated with DDT resistance in 91-R,37 as was trans-regulatory control by the D. melanogaster CNC-bZIP (Cap‘n’collar-basic leucine
zipper) transcription factor ortholog to Nrf2 that regulates the
transcriptional response of several genes encoding detoxiﬁcation
enzymes that contain an upstream antioxidant response element
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54 wild-type lines were obtained from the Bloomington
Drosophila Stock Center (Bloomington, IN, USA) to genotype
a 3.3-kb nucleotide deletion for Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2. Strains
included: Amherst 3, BER 2, Berlin K, BOG 2, BOG 3, Canton-S,
Canton-S-iso2B, CO 4, CO 7, Crimea, EV, Florida-9, Harwich,
Hikone-A-S, Hikone-A-W, Hikone-R, KSA 4, Lausanne-S, MO 1,
MWA 1, NO 1, Oregon-R-P2, Oregon-R-SNPiso2, Oregon-R-SNPiso3,
Oregon-R, Oregon-R-modENCODE, Oregon-R-S, pi2 < P>, PYR 3, RC
1, Reids 1, Reids 2, Reids 3, RVC 2, RVC 4, Samarkand, Swedish-C,
TW 1, TW 2, TW 3, Urbana-S, VAG 2, VAG3, Wild 1A, Wild 2A, Wild
1B, Wild 3B, Wild 5A, Wild 5B, Wild 5C, Wild 10E, Wild 11C, Wild
11D, and w1118 . The UCSC Genome Browser track for Drosophila
Genetic Reference Panel (DGRP) Freeze 2 database was used to
investigate all insertions/deletions (indels) including Cyp4p1 and
Cyp4p2 deletions (http://dgrp2.gnets.ncsu.edu/).50
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2.2 Illumina sequencing and variation of P450 gene
expression between strains 91-C and 91-R
All RNA-sequencing (RNA-seq) read data were previously generated from 91-C and 91-R in triplicate and these data were
submitted to the National Center for Biotechnology Information
(NCBI) Short Read Archive (SRA) database (accession number:
SRX2611754-SRX2611759) previously.51 Speciﬁcally, a total of 1000
5-day-old D. melanogaster ﬂies (500 males and 500 females) were
pooled for each of three biological replicates per strain. Total RNA
was extracted from each pool (n = 6), not exposed to DDT within
that generation, using the Qiagen RNeasy Maxi Kit according to the
manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). Bidirectional Illumina RNA-seq libraries for transcriptome analysis were
sequenced using Illumina HiSeq™ 2500 at the W. M. Keck Center for Comparative and Functional Genomics (University of Illinois Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL). With 160-bp read length of
paired-end reads. All raw read data were imported to the CLC
Genomic Workbench 9.5 (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) and all reads
were processed to remove low-quality and adaptor sequences
to obtain clean reads for analysis. The trimmed reads of each
replicates were mapped against annotated D. melanogaster genes
and transcripts extracted from D. melanogaster genome assembly
release 6.07 (ﬁle dmel-all-chromosome-r6.07.fasta downloaded
from Flybase.org).52 The diﬀerential expression of P450 transcripts
was evaluated between technical replicates of 91-C and 91-R.
Speciﬁcally, the number of reads per kilobase of transcript per million reads (RPKM) mapped against the annotated D. melanogaster
genome assembly v.6.07 was used as a proxy for gene expression. The false discovery rate (FDR) method was used to determine the threshold of the P-value corresponding to diﬀerential expression,53 and P450 genes with an FDR ≤ 0.05 and log2
fold-change ≥1.0 were considered as diﬀerentially expressed.
RT-qPCR was applied to validate the expression of putatively
diﬀerentially expressed P450 transcripts between strains 91-C and
91-R. Thirty adult ﬂies (15 males and 15 females) were collected
per replicate and three biological replicates were analyzed. In
order to determine constitutive gene expression, total RNA was
extracted from each replicate (n = 6), not exposed to DDT within
that generation, using the Qiagen RNeasy Mini Kit according to
the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA) with
resulting extracts treated with DNAse I (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA)
to remove contaminating genomic DNA.
The cDNA ﬁrst strand was synthesized from 1.0 𝜇g of total RNA
using the SuperScript III First-Strand Synthesis System (Invitrogen,
Carlsbad, CA, USA). Subsequent RT-qPCR was performed using
a StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR system (Applied Biosystems Inc.,
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Foster City, CA, USA) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. The ribosomal protein 49 (rp49), ribosomal protein L32
(rpl32) and tubulin genes were used as an internal control (primers
used for RT-qPCR analysis are listed in Supporting Information
Table S1).54 Primer eﬃciencies were determined from dilution
curves using the formula: E = 10 –1/slope ,55,56 with the slope determined by the StepOnePlus Real-Time PCR software (Table S1).
Melting curve analysis and gel electrophoresis of the PCR products were also conducted to verify that a single gene-speciﬁc
product was produced. Relative expression levels and fold change
were analyzed using the comparative Ct method (2−ΔΔCt ).57 Statistical analysis was performed using Student’s t-test to compare the
results between the two strains by XLSTAT (XLSTAT 2008; Addinsoft, New York, NY, USA).
2.3 Transposable elements (TEs) and duplication analysis
in Cyp6g1
Genomic DNA was extracted from ten adult ﬂies (ﬁve males and
ﬁve females) for the 91-C and 91-R strains, using the Qiagen DNeasy
Mini Kit according to the manufacturer’s instructions (Qiagen,
Valencia, CA, USA). The diagnostic PCR for the absence or presence
of the TE (P-element, Accord and HMS-Beagle) insertion was carried out as described in Schmidt et al.32 using the primer sets, that
ﬂank the Accord insertion sites and the primer that anneals to the
HMS-Beagle sequence. Thus, the Accord insertion produce a single band of 604 bp, while a single band of the 114-bp fragment is
expected for no Accord insertion. Moreover, if only the Accord insertion is present in Cyp6g1, the forward primer that anneals to the
HMS-Beagle sequence fails to produce an ampliﬁed fragment. For
duplication analysis, primers were designed as described by Emerson et al.,58 with a set of primers being designed to face inversely
within the Cyp6g1 gene to produce an amplicon across the tandem
duplication junction. In the presence of tandem duplications, the
forward and reverse tandem duplication primers are expected to
produce a band > 2 kb for Cyp6g1; if only a single copy of the gene
is present, the primers fail to produce an ampliﬁed product. All the
primers used for PCR are summarized in Table S1.
2.4 Detection of variants in P450s between strains 91-C
and 91-R
The single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) and deletion insertion polymorphisms (DIPs) were investigated within P450 gene
regions in order to identify potential structural mutations and
any association with DDT resistance by comparing the 91-C and
91-R strains. Putative sequence variations were detected by separately mapping RNA-seq read data for 91-C and 91-R to the D.
melanogaster P450 reference genes obtained from Flybase.org
using the CLC Genomic Workbench 9.5 (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA)
with the ‘Map Reads to Reference’ tool (minimum length fraction
0.9, minimum similarity fraction 0.8, insertion/deletion cost = 3,
and mismatch cost = 3). Mapping data were used to construct consensus sequences from the 87 P450 genes annotated in assembly
v. 6.07 (noise threshold of 0.1 and minimum nucleotide count of
20). The consensus base frequency of mapped reads compared to
the reference sequence was used to call ﬁxed (P = 1.0) or unﬁxed
(P < 1.0) alleles within the depth of reads. The derived amino acid
sequences from each P450 gene sequence of 91-C and 91-R were
used in a multiple sequence alignment with the corresponding
homologous sequence in strain Canton-S using the Alignments
and Tree tool of the CLC Genomic Workbench. Putative substrate
recognition sites and other protein signature motifs were identiﬁed based on domains deﬁned by Gotoh.59
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Table 1. Annotations for diﬀerentially expressed P450 transcripts between the DDT-resistant strain 91-R and DDT-susceptible strain 91-C
Gene symbol

Functional annotation

Annotation symbol

Log2 fold changea

Cyp6a8
Cyp6g1
Cyp6w1
Cyp4p1
Cyp6g2
Cyp6a2
Cyp12a4
Cyp4e2
Cyp28d1
Cyp9f2
Cyp6a23
Cyp9b1
Cyp4e3

Cytochrome P450-6a8
Cytochrome P450-6g1
Cytochrome P450-6w1
Cytochrome P450-4p1
Cytochrome P450-6g2
Cytochrome P450-6a2
Cytochrome P450-12a4
Cytochrome P450-4e2
Cytochrome P450-28d1
Cytochrome P450-9f2
Cytochrome P450-6a23
Cytochrome P450-9b1
Cytochrome P450-4e3

CG10248
CG8453
CG8345
CG10842
CG8859
CG9438
CG6042
CG2060
CG10833
CG11466
CG10242
CG4485
CG4105

5.59
4.08
3.56
5.02
2.33
1.71
1.02
0.81
0.75
−0.49
−0.89
−1.29
−3.18

a Fold change was calculated as log 91-C/91-R.
2
b FDR, false discovery rate. Diﬀerentially expressed genes were identiﬁed at the threshold [FDR < 0.05 and log

Illumina genome sequencing data sets (SRA accession number
SRP041176) from 91-C and 91-R were generated in order to determine the presence of known or unique allelic variants putatively
aﬀecting the evolution of DDT resistance.48 To identify functional
polymorphisms in the cis-regulatory ARE and Nrf2 transcription
factor binding sites that regulate the transcription of P450s with
upstream AREs, sequences were searched for within approximately 300-bp upstream gene regions obtained from FlyBase.org.
Genome data sets of 91-C and 91-R were mapped to the upstream
regulatory regions of signiﬁcantly up- and down-regulated P450s
using the ‘Map Reads to Reference’ tool from CLC genomic workbench (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). The resultant positional SNP
and DIP data were provided in table format. AREs were identiﬁed
within the upstream sequences of diﬀerentially expressed P450
genes using the online query tool at the JASPAR database (http://
jaspar.genereg.net) with the Nfe2I2 matrix model (ID MA150.2).60
2.5 Allele frequencies of a block deletion in Cyp4p1
and Cyp4p2
The 91-C and 91-R genome data sets (SRA accession number SRP041176) were mapped to the reference genome of D.
melanogaster for Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 to determine the presence of deletions using the ‘Map Reads to Reference’ tool from
the CLC genomic workbench (Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). PCR
ampliﬁcation of Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 and Sanger sequencing were
performed in order to verify deleted regions predicted from the
original mapping. Speciﬁcally, the gene-speciﬁc PCR primers were
designed to target exon 1 of Cyp4p2 and exon 4 of Cyp4p1 and
were used to amplify these regions from 56 D. melanogaster strains
(Table S1).

3

RESULTS

Pest Manag Sci 2018; 74: 2530–2543

7.72E-92
1.14E-23
6.73E-94
1.19E-27
7.06E-03
1.60E-12
3.54E-07
1.80E-03
8.71E-03
7.85E-03
4.26E-02
2.12E-02
6.72E-18

2 (fold change) ≥ |1.0|] of 91-C/91-R.

Figure 1. RT-qPCR validation of 12 P450 transcripts putatively diﬀerentially
expressed between DDT-resistant 91-R and the control strain 91-C at a
low-stringency threshold [FDR < 0.05 and log2 (fold change) ≥ |1.0|]. The
left y-axis indicates the fold change in 91-R relative to 91-C by RT-qPCR, and
the right y-axis indicates the log2Ratio of 91-R/91-C by RNA-seq.

with seven P450 transcripts being up-regulated (Cyp4e2, Cyp6a2,
Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2, Cyp6w1, and Cyp12a4), and three transcripts down-regulated (Cyp4e3, Cyp9b1, and Cyp9f2) in 91-R
versus 91-C (Fig. 1). Speciﬁcally, RT-qPCR analyses showed that
the relative transcript levels were increased 85.69-, 20.7-, 12.89-,
5.82-, 4.69-, 2.46-, and 1.88-fold, respectively, for Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1,
Cyp6w1, Cyp6a2, Cyp6g2, Cyp4e2, and Cyp12a4, in the 91-R strain
as compared to 91-C. Analogously, the relative levels of Cyp4e3,
Cyp9b1 and Cyp9f2 were respectively 8.72-, 1.94-, and 1.54-fold
lower in 91-R (Fig. 1). Among the P450 genes up-regulated in
91-R, ﬁve were in the Cyp6 gene family, which belongs to the
CYP3 clade (Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2 and Cyp6w1). The
up-regulated Cyp4e2 and Cyp12a4 genes belong to the CYP4
and mitochondrial clades, respectively. Analogously, the three
down-regulated transcripts (Cyp4e3, Cyp9b1, and Cyp9f2) in 91-R
belong to the two larger P450 clades, CYP4 and CYP3. Expression
of three reference genes was analyzed by RT-qPCR to verify that
all three reference genes were consistently expressed among
all samples. Reference and target primers exhibited comparable
eﬃciencies as determined using a dilution series of target cDNA.
We compared the expression levels of rpl32 and tubulin using rp49
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3.1 Variation in P450 gene expression between 91-C
and 91-R
Analysis of RNA-seq data revealed that the expression levels of
12 P450 genes were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent between 91-C and
91-R (cutoﬀ FDR ≤ 0.05 and log2 fold-change ≥ |1|; Table S2).
Among the 12 transcripts predicted by RNA-seq to be diﬀerentially expressed (Table 1), RT-qPCR showed that transcript
levels of ten of these P450 genes were signiﬁcantly diﬀerent,

FDRb
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Figure 2. The molecular structure of the Cyp6g1 locus of the 91-C and 91-R strains. (A) The M allele in the 91-C strain has a single copy without TE insertions.
The BA allele in the 91-R strain has two copies with an Accord and a HMS-Beagle element insertion in the upstream region. Exons are depicted as ﬁlled black
boxes, and introns and 5′ /3′ ﬂanking sequences as black lines. The Accord and HMS-Beagle elements inserted into the 5′ ﬂanking region are depicted as
inverted triangles. The annealing positions of the diagnostic PCR primers are shown as horizontal arrows with a single letter. Note that primer L anneals
to the HMS-Beagle sequence whereas primers H and I ﬂank the Accord element insertion sites. (B) A gel demonstrating the diagnostic PCRs is shown. The
tandem duplication primer set only produces an ampliﬁcation fragment when the duplication is present.

as a reference between 91-C and 91-R strains; the ΔΔCt for rpl32 is
−0.1809 with a P-value of 0.31; for tubulin, the ΔΔCт is 0.1401 and
the P-value is 0.17. We observed that all three control genes were
equivalently expressed among all samples within statistical limits.
Therefore, we conﬁrmed that the normalization with rp49 was a
suitable way to analyze diﬀerences in the expression levels of all
P450 genes between the 91-C and 91-R strains.

2534

3.2 Copy number variation (CNV) of diﬀerentially expressed
P450s in strains 91-C and 91-R
As previously reported by Schmidt et al.32 and Harrop et al.,61
Cyp6g1 was tandemly duplicated in the D. melanogaster genome
and the duplication event of Cyp6g1 is responsible for overexpression and increased resistance to DDT. We used the mapping
data of whole-genome sequencing generated by Steele et al.48
to determine the CNV for diﬀerentially expressed P450s in 91-C
and 91-R. Among 12 diﬀerentially expressed P450s, high variation in sequencing coverage between 91-C and 91-R was found
in Cyp6g1 and Cyp6g2 (Table S3), supporting the theory that there
may be CNV for these two P450s. Therefore, the CNV for Cyp6g1
and Cyp6g2 was veriﬁed using a PCR ampliﬁcation. The 91-R strain
produced a single 2.5-kb amplicon for Cyp6g1 (Fig. 2), supporting the hypothesis that tandem duplication of the Cyp6g1 gene
is present in the 91-R strain. For the 91-C strain, however, ampliﬁcation with the tandem duplication primers failed to generate
an ampliﬁed product, demonstrating that the 91-C strain does
not contain tandem duplications of the Cyp6g1 gene. For Cyp6g2,
although a 1.5-kb fragment was ampliﬁed with primers covering
the tandem duplication junction, we sequenced an ampliﬁed fragment, which revealed double peaks showing both Cyp6g1-Cyp6g2
alleles on the sequence chromatograms (data not shown). We

wileyonlinelibrary.com/journal/ps

inferred that this may be attributable to partial chimeric repeats
of Cyp6g1-Cyp6g2 which were identiﬁed in Schmidt et al.32
3.3 Cyp6g1 allele identiﬁcation in strains 91-C and 91-R
Previously, six diﬀerent alleles of Cyp6g1 (M, A, AA, BA, BP, and
BPΔ) were described and deﬁned on the basis of the presence of
the duplication and the insertion of diﬀerent types of TE.32 PCR
analysis for the presence of insertion of a partial P-element and
the Accord and HMS-Beagle elements in the 5′ untranslated region
(UTR) of the Cyp6g1 locus and a duplication event using genomic
DNA extracted from the 91-C and 91-R strains showed that the 91-R
strain has not only the Accord element insertion in the 5′ region
of the Cyp6g1 locus but also insertion of the HMS-Beagle element
in one of the Accord elements. However, the partial P-element
was not detected within the Accord element in the 91-R strain
(Fig. 2). In contrast, the 91-C strain revealed no duplication and TE
insertions of the Cyp6g1 locus. These observations suggest that the
91-R strain has a BA haplotype, in which both Cyp6g1 and Accord
element are duplicated, whereas 91-C has an M haplotype which
is an ancestral allele without duplication and TE insertion events
(Fig. 2).
3.4 Variant detection between P450s in strains 91-C
and 91-R: nonsynonymous changes
Mutations that were ﬁxed diﬀerently between 91-C and 91-R can
be considered as candidates for involvement in DDT resistance,
especially when predicted to have a functional consequence. As
a consequence of the short reads used for re-sequencing, the
phase (haplotype of each allele) was not determined. A total of
243 nucleotide nonsynonymous changes were predicted in the
open reading frames (ORFs) of 73 of the 87 P450s across the
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D. melanogaster genome, of which nonsynonymous changes were
found in all of these genes when comparing between 91-C and
91-R (Tables 2 and S4). Speciﬁcally, no amino acid sequence differences were found in 14 out of the 87 derived P450 sequences
(16.1%; CYP18A1, CYP305A1, CYP306A1, and CYP307A2 for the
CYP2 clade; CYP6A20, CYP6G1, CYP6D5, and CYP28C1 for the
CYP3 clade; CYP4AD1, CYP4D2, CYP4G15, and CYP318A1 for the
CYP4 clade; CYP12C1 and CYP49A1 for the mitochondrial clade).
Out of 87 P450 genes, 63 (72.4%) and 10 (11.5%) were found to
have nonsynonymous SNPs and DIPs, respectively. A total of 243
nonsynonymous mutations were found within the 73 genes with
polymorphisms; 233 SNPs (95.9%) and 10 DIPs (4.1%), giving an
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estimated 2.8 mutations per gene. Approximately 50.2% of mutations were ﬁxed diﬀerently between 91-C and 91-R (homozygous
within strain), whereas the remaining 49.8% were segregating
(heterozygous) within both strains.
The degree of ﬁxation for predicted nonsynonymous mutations
was evaluated with respect to any association with DDT resistance. For example, among the seven signiﬁcantly up-regulated
P450 genes in 91-R, ﬁve nonsynonymous SNPs were found in
Cyp6w1 at bp locations 106, 497, 616, 901, and 1109, and respectively led to amino acid changes V36F, T166S, Y206H, I301V, and
V370A (Table 2). Such mutations were deﬁned as ﬁxed and may
be putatively associated with DDT resistance in 91-R. In contrast,

Table 2. Nonsynonymous nucleotide and associated amino acid changes for diﬀerentially expressed P450 genes in the DDT-resistant strain 91-R
compared with the control strain 91-C
Allelic variant (frequency)
Gene

Gene location

Overexpressed genes
Cyp6w1

CDS length

SNP position

91-C

91-R

Amino acid change

1545

106
497
616
901
1109
136
481
1150
1169
1267
1325
720
779
812

G (1.0)
C (1.0)
T (1.0)
A (1.0)
T (1.0)
T (1.0)
G (1.0)
A (1.0)
C (1.0)
C (1.0)
G (1.0)
T (1.0)
G (1.0)
T (1.0)

T (1.0)
G (1.0)
C (1.0)
G (1.0)
C (1.0)
A (1.0)
A (1.0)
G (1.0)
C(0.77)/T(0.23)
C(0.66)/T(0.34)
A(0.18)/G(0.82)
A(0.42)/T(0.58)
A(0.41)/G(0.59)
C(0.4)/T(0.59)

V36F
T166S
Y206H
I301Va
V370Aa
L46M
A161T
T384Aa
T390Ia
P423S
R442H
N240Ka
R260Q
V271A

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed

358 359
454 456
596
766
791
797
799 801
878
1018
1027 1028
1036
1169
1474
18
37
123
163
165
202
203
204

T (1.0) A (1.0)
G (1.0) A (1.0)
G (1.0)
G (1.0)
T (1.0)
G (1.0)
T (1.0) T (1.0)
T (1.0)
A (1.0)
A (1.0) G (1.0)
G (1.0)
A (1.0)
A (1.0)
C(0.72)/G(0.28)
A(0.31)/G(0.69)
G(0.31)/T(0.69)
C(0.3)/T(0.7)
G(0.3)/T(0.7)
A(0.72)/G(0.28)
A(0.72)/G(0.28)
C(0.28)/G(0.72)

A(0.18)/T(0.82) A(0.82)/C(0.18)
A(0.17)/G(0.83) A(0.83)/C(0.17)
C (1.0)
G(0.28)/T(0.72)
A(0.69)/T(0.31)
A(0.68)/G(0.32)
C(0.69)/T(0.31) C(0.69)/T(0.31)
C (1.0)
A(0.34)/G(0.66)
A(0.34)/C(0.66) A(0.65)/G(0.35)
A(0.66)/G(0.34)
A(0.36)/G(0.64)
A(0.31)/T(0.69)
C (1.0)
G (1.0)
T (1.0)
T (1.0)
T (1.0)
A (1.0)
A (1.0)
G (1.0)

Y120Ta
A152T
C199S
D256Y
M264K
G266D
Y267H
I293T
I340V
S343H
D346N
N390S
M492L
L6F
T13A
L41F
L55F

Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Fixed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Fixed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed

G68K

Unﬁxed

43

T (1.0)

G (1.0)

S15A

Fixed

2R: 6173684-6176195

Cyp6a8

1522
2R: 14887171-14889010

Cyp6g2

1560
2R: 12188338-12190377

Cyp28d1

1509
2L: 5210460-5212445

Underexpressed genes
Cyp4e3 2L: 9747839-9750071

1582

Cyp9f2

1551

3R: 12403340-12406028

Gene on selective sweep region
X: 467057-469335
Cyp4g1b

1671

Fixation

a

The amino acid changes that are located in the SRS region.
Three regions in the genome of 91-R were previously deﬁned as having undergone a minor selective sweep that reduced nucleotide diversities
under the inﬂuence of DDT selection.47
b
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the ORF for the up-regulated Cyp6g2 gene in 91-R had three
predicted nonsynonymous sites at bp locations 1169, 1267, and
1325 and, respectively, resulted in amino acid changes T390I,
P423S, and R442H. These three mutations were unﬁxed in 91-R
and ﬁxed in 91-C, and putatively deﬁned as unﬁxed allele differences. Among the down-regulated P450 transcripts in 91-R,
Cyp4e3 was predicted to have two mutations ﬁxed (C199S and
I293T) and 11 mutations unﬁxed (Y120T, A152T, D256Y, M264K,
G266D, Y267H, I340V, S343H, D346N, N390S, and M492L; Table 2)
between strains. Cyp4g1 is not diﬀerentially expressed based on
RNA-seq estimates and has a single nonsynonymous mutation
ﬁxed between strains (S15A). However, it was previously identiﬁed within genome regions under the inﬂuence of a selective sweep in 91-R.47 In contrast, the down-regulated Cyp9f2
showed no predicted ﬁxed nonsynonymous changes between
strains.
Among the nonsynonymous substitutions ﬁxed diﬀerently
between 91-C and 91-R, 20 amino acid variations occurred within
or adjacent to functional domains of 16 diﬀerent P450 genes and
13 of these mutations were ﬁxed between strains in ten P450 proteins (CYP4D20, CYP6A8, CYP6V1, CYP6W1, CYP302A1, CYP303A1,
CYP304A1, CYP309A1, CYP313B1, and CYP315A1; Tables 2 and
S4). Speciﬁcally, 12 of these ﬁxed amino acid alterations between
strains were within the functional substrate recognition site 1–6
(SRS 1–6) domains, and one was within the ‘meander’-binding
sequence (Tables 2 and S4). For example, the I301V alteration in
CYP6W1 was detected within SRS 4 and near the oxygen-binding
motif. However, the mutation giving rise to the valine residue
at position 301 in the 91-R CYP6W1 was identical to that in the
susceptible strain Canton-S, suggesting that this mutation may not
be associated with DDT resistance. Also, the V370A alteration was
detected within SRS 5 and was very close to the ‘meander’-binding
sequence and was unique to 91-R, suggesting that this amino acid
variant may play a role in regulating substrate entry into the
catalytic site and thus potentially impact function (Fig. 3). For
CYP6G2, the three mutations giving rise to the T390I, P423S, and
R442H alterations were detected as unﬁxed alleles in 91-R when
compared to the ﬁxed alleles in both susceptible strains, 91-C
and Canton-S. The T390I alteration is located in the SRS 5 region
and all three mutations giving rise to the T390I, P423S and R442H
alterations were detected very close to the highly conserved
‘meander region’ motif or heme-binding motif (Fig. S1). These
unﬁxed mutations in proximity to signature motifs may be associated with catalytic activity. For CYP6A8, furthermore, the three
amino acid mutations L46M, A161T, and T384A were detected as
ﬁxed alleles between the 91-C and 91-R strains, and the T384A
alteration was located in the SRS 5 region (Fig. S2). However, the
three amino acid residues in 91-R were identical to those in the
susceptible strain Canton-S, suggesting that the three mutations
may not be involved in DDT resistance.
In order to identify putative SNPs in the upstream regulatory regions, speciﬁcally within AREs that are known to direct
P450 transcript levels via the Nrf2 transcription factor,38,39 a
combined mapping and computational transcription factor binding site prediction strategy was used. From this, we identiﬁed
nine functional ARE sequences and potential Nrf2 transcription factor binding sites within the upstream cis-regulatory
regions of nine diﬀerentially expressed P450 genes (Cyp4e2,
Cyp4e3, Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, Cyp6a23, Cyp6g1, Cyp6g2, Cyp6w1, and
Cyp12a4; Table S5). The corresponding positions for predicted
SNPs ﬁxed between 91-C and 91-R did not coincide with any of the
identiﬁed AREs.
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3.5 Detection of variants between P450s in strains 91-C
and 91-R: loss-of-function mutations
In total, nine P450 genes (six from 91-C, two from 91-R, and one
from both 91-C and 91-R) revealed indels causing putative premature stop codons that were ﬁxed or unﬁxed (Table 3). Of particular
signiﬁcance when compared to 91-R, the control 91-C strain had
one ﬁxed deleted region in Cyp6a2, and one ﬁxed insertion within
Cyp316a1. Analogously, one ﬁxed deletion was predicted for
Cyp6a14 in 91-R. Speciﬁcally, a single-base ﬁxed insertion in exon 4
of the Cyp316a1 allele was predicted to cause a protein truncation
in the 91-C strain. In the 91-R strain, an allele homozygous for
Cyp6a14 contained multiple nucleotide deletion mutations, which
caused a frameshift and subsequent generation of a premature
stop codon. In all cases, these ﬁxed indel mutations were predicted
to have caused premature stop codons, ostensibly resulting in
the absence of functional motifs. Speciﬁcally, these ﬁxed indel
mutations created a premature truncated protein, lacking SRS 6
for CYP6A2, SRS1-6, the oxygen-binding motif, the heme-binding
motif, and the conserved putative ‘meander’-binding sequence
for CYP6A14, and the heme-binding motif, the conserved putative
‘meander’-binding sequence, and SRS 6 for CYP316A1. Additionally, alleles at Cyp4e1, Cyp4e2, Cyp9b1, Cyp12a4, and Cyp28d2 loci
were predicted to contain insertions that led to frame shifts and
protein truncations but were not ﬁxed in both 91-C and 91-R. To
expand our analysis of indel variations within D. melanogaster
species, we utilized the recent DGRP Freeze 2 population, a set
of inbred lines which provides polymorphism data from 205 D.
melanogaster lines.50 Analysis of DGRP genome data revealed that
the ﬁxed deletion (AGGG allele) within Cyp6a14 that was found
in the 91-R strain was also detected in four DGRP lines (RAL 93,
RAL 732, RAL 790, and RAL 892) out of 205 lines, suggesting that
multiple nucleotides deletion events within Cyp6a14 exist in the
D. melanogaster populations. Consequently, the ﬁxed deletion
(AGGG allele) in Cyp6a14 was the only ﬁxed mutation found in
the 91-R and DGRP lines, whereas the ﬁxed deletion (G allele) and
insertion (G allele) within Cyp6a2 and Cyp316a1 were found in
only the 91-C and 91-R strains and were not predicted in the DGRP
lines.
3.6 Allele frequencies of a block deletion in Cyp4p1
and Cyp4p2
Mapping of genome sequencing reads against the D. melanogaster
genome assembly (v. 6.07) predicted a deleted region of approximately 3.3 kb that contained most of the exons of Cyp4p1 and
Cyp4p2 but was only found in 91-C (Fig. S3). Speciﬁcally, the Cyp4
family forms a single clade with Cyp4p1, Cyp4p2, and Cyp4p3
(Fig. 4a). Three novel deletions in the Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 alleles
from 91-C result in the omission of functional domains or regulatory upstream promoter elements in this strain (Fig. 4(b)). A 167-bp
deletion started within intron 1 and spanned the region to exon 1
of Cyp4p2 (Deletion 1), and a 12-bp deletion occurred in intron 3 of
Cyp4p1 (Deletion 3). Deletion 2 was estimated to be 3121 bp, and
started within intron 2 of Cyp4p2 and ended in exon 3 of Cyp4p1
in 91-C. This large deletion event eliminated most signature
sequences of P450 proteins, such as the oxygen-binding motif,
the heme-binding motif, and the putative ‘meander’-binding
sequence from the Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 transcripts.
The frequency of this large 3.3-kb deletion event was estimated
using PCR ampliﬁcation across 56 diﬀerent D. melanogaster strains
(including 91-C and 91-R). The Cyp4p2 and Cyp4p1 deletion region
primers were designed to ﬂank the large deletion region as shown
in Fig. 4. In the presence of the large 3.3-kb deletion event, the
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Figure 3. Alignment of deduced amino acid sequences for CYP6W1 from D. melanogaster strains 91-C, 91-R, and Canton-S. The ﬁve homozygous amino
acid substitutions are indicated in red and changes ﬁxed in 91-R are indicated by the green box. The blue boxes indicate substrate recognition sites (SRSs)
1–6. Conserved domains common to P450 genes are shaded with diﬀerent colors such as the oxygen-binding motif (blue), the heme-binding motif
(green), and the conserved putative ‘meander’-binding sequences EXXR and PXRF (red).
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4

DISCUSSION

The current study found that multigenerational selection for survival in response to chronic high levels of DDT exposure, random
genetic drift in relatively small closed laboratory populations,
or a combination thereof has resulted in variation in expression and allelic diversity between P450 genes in 91-C and 91-R.
Speciﬁcally, statistically signiﬁcant diﬀerences in expression were
documented in seven up-regulated and three down-regulated
P450 transcripts in 91-R, with Cyp6 family members highly represented among up-regulated genes and Cyp9 family members
highly represented among down-regulated transcripts (Fig. 1).
This ﬁnding agrees with previous evidence of signiﬁcant changes
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forward and reverse primers produced a 450-bp band; if no deletion region was present, the primer produced 3.3-kb ampliﬁed
products. Analysis of all 56 strains with this primer sets revealed
that 55 strains produced 3.3-kb bands, demonstrating that they
do not contain the large deletion region of Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2.
Only the 91-C strain, however, generated 450-bp ampliﬁed products, supporting the hypothesis that this strain contains the
large deletion region of Cyp4p1 and Cyp4p2 (Fig. S4). For 205
DGRP lines, furthermore, the large deletion region was entirely
absent from the DGRP. Alternatively, however, a 104-bp deletion
region within exon 2 of Cyp4p1 was predicted for one DGRP line
(RAL 405).
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Table 3. Deletion/insertion polymorphisms predicted to cause premature stop codons (protein truncations) in 91-C and 91-R

Gene

Gene location

CDS
length
(bp)

Strain

Cyp6a2 2R: 6779749-6781491
Cyp6a14 2R: 8564187-8567202
Cyp316a1 3L: 7491864-7493484

1520
1528
1455

Cyp28d2

1509

91-C
91-R
91-C
91-R
91-R

1597
1581
1612
1518
1398

91-C
91-C
91-C
91-C
91-C

2L: 5207267-5209345

Cyp4e1
2R: 8447451-8449745
Cyp4e2
2R: 8444560-8447164
Cyp12a4 3R: 19135158-19137136
Cyp9b1 2R: 7127838-7129808
Cyp4d8
3L: 7493557-7496179

Indel position
(bp location)
1341
191–194
1128

Exon

Insertion/
Deletion

Exon 2 Deletion
Exon 1 Deletion
Exon 4 Insertion

696 1070–1077 Exon 4 Insertion

468
343
958
716
654–655

Exon 3
Exon 3
Exon 3
Exon 3
Exon 2

Insertion
Insertion
Insertion
Insertion
Insertion

657–660
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in expression for Cyp6a2, Cyp6g1, and Cyp9c1 between 91-R and
the insecticide-susceptible strain Canton-S,36 as well as Cyp6a2,
Cyp6a8, Cyp6g1, and Cyp6w1 in the DDT-resistant 91-R and Wisconsin strains,35 with this reproducibility across comparisons
arguably evidence for selection. Additional lines of evidence
show that high transgenic expression of Cyp6g2 in Malpighian
tubules and gut tissues mediates insecticide resistance in transformed D. melanogaster,62 and up-regulation of Cyp12a4 in wild
populations of D. melanogaster is associated with lufenuron
resistance.63 The over-expressed Cyp6a8 we found in 91-R is
not known to metabolize DDT64 or confer resistance to DDT
when expressed at high levels.62 The common induction of
Cyp6a2, Cyp6a8, and Cyp6w1 in response to chemical challenge,65
and Cyp6a8 and Cyp6w1 up-regulation in response to caﬀeine
exposure27 may suggest their involvement in general detoxiﬁcation or stress response pathways. Notably, a number of previous
studies reported that multiple P450 genes such as Cyp6g1 and
Cyp12d1 were over-expressed in DDT-resistant D. melanogaster
strains, suggesting that Cyp6g1 and Cyp12d1 are globally associated with DDT resistance.29,30 Consistent with previous studies,
we found that Cyp6g1 and other P450 genes were constitutively over-expressed in DDT-resistant strain 91-R as compared
to DDT-susceptible strain 91-C. Therefore, it seems that not just
one P450 (Cyp6g1) but multiple P450 genes may play an important role in DDT resistance in the 91-R strain. Alternatively, the
ﬁndings may indicate that transcripts derived from diﬀerent
closely related gene family members may be co-regulated and
suggest that endogenous expression data alone may be insufﬁcient to link a gene with speciﬁc resistance traits. Contrasting
evidence also shows that Cyp6g1 imparts a potential and uncharacterized selective advantage to embryos from DDT-resistant
D. melanogaster.66 Furthermore, CYP4G16/17, orthologs of the
CYP4G1/2 of D. melanogaster, are highly overexpressed in oenocytes of pyrethroid-resistant Anopheles mosquitoes to catalyze
cuticular hydrocarbon production, supporting the conclusion
that the cuticular-based resistance mechanism has occurred in
pyrethroid-resistant Anopheles mosquitoes.67 Taken together,
these observations indicate that co-selection acting on regulatory modules or selection acting on P450 genes is unconnected
with xenobiotic detoxiﬁcation. These ﬁndings also suggest that
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Allelic variant
(frequency)
G (1.0)
AGGG (1.0)
G (1.0)
G(0.2)/gap(0.8)
G(0.2)/gap(0.8)
TTTTAGAA(0.8)/
gap(0.2)
C (0.2)/gap(0.8)
T(0.56)/gap(0.44)
A(0.13)/gap(0.87)
C(0.14)/gap(0.86)
GC(0.84)/
gap(0.16)
GAAG(0.84)/
gap(0.16)

Fixation

Type of
mutation

Introduce a
premature
stop codon

Fixed
Fixed
Fixed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed

Frame shift
Frame shift
Frame shift
Frame shift
Frame shift

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed
Unﬁxed

Frame shift
Frame shift
Frame shift
Frame shift

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
No

Unﬁxed

No

population-speciﬁc changes in the expression levels of P450 may
occur as a result of chronic exposure and subsequent directional
selection in 91-R compared to the lack of analogous adaptive
response by 91-C.
Cyp6g1 was ﬁrst identiﬁed as a DDT resistance gene in D.
melanogaster by Daborn et al.68 The insertion of the Accord retrotransposon in the upstream region of the Cyp6g1 gene was also
associated with an increased expression level for DDT resistance.69
Chung et al.70 also showed that this Accord element insertion
results in tissue-speciﬁc gene expression and contributes to
potential functions in detoxiﬁcation. Schmidt and collaborators
identiﬁed the diﬀerent Cyp6g1 allelic types segregating in the
global D. melanogaster population, and found that evolution of
these diﬀerent haplotypes at the Cyp6g1 locus showed a highly
signiﬁcant association with DDT resistance level, from a susceptible M ancestor to the AA and BA haplotypes with intermediate
levels of resistance.32 Le Goﬀ and Hilliou studied the evolution
of the Cyp6g1 allele, showing that Cyp6g1-M is an ancestral allele
without copy number variation or TE insertion.71 Cyp6g1-AA and
Cyp6g1-BA containing a duplication of Cyp6g1 with either the
Accord or HMS-Beagle TE insertions in promoter regions are the
most represented alleles in global D. melanogaster populations.
Both Cyp6g1-AA and Cyp6g1-BA confer resistance to DDT relative
to the ancestral Cyp6g1-M allele.71 We conﬁrmed that the 91-R
strain showed not only a high expression level of Cyp6g1 but also
a duplication event with the Accord and HMS-Beagle element
insertions conferring signiﬁcantly high levels of DDT resistance.
Our results are consistent with the hypothesis that the Cyp6g1-BA
locus in 91-R may play a particular role in evolutionary adaptation
to DDT selection.
In addition to changes in P450 expression levels between 91-C
and 91-R, a number of SNPs are present within and between the
two strains. Although the majority of mutations were synonymous
(silent), not ﬁxed diﬀerently between strains, or predicted to have
no eﬀect on P450 enzyme function, a subset of mutations was
predicted to have possible involvement in the 91-R DDT resistance mechanism. Previous studies have found that CYP302A1,
CYP306A1, CYP307A1, CYP307A2, CYP314A1, CYP315A1, and
CYP18A1 are involved in the ecdysteroid biosynthetic pathway
in D. melanogaster, and all genes highly conserved in insect
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Figure 4. Schematic representation of variance between paralogs in the Cyp4p clade (Cyp4p1/2/3). (A) Amino acid identities between Cyp4p1, Cyp4p2, and
Cyp4p3. (B) Positions for three deleted regions in the tandem duplicated Cyp4p2 (green) and Cyp4p1 (yellow) genes on chromosome 2 of 91-C. The three
deletions spanning approximately ∼3.3 kb of DNA (Deletions 1–3) are indicated by red dashed boxes. Solid black lines indicate exons and introns. Red
letters represent deleted sequences; red arrows show sites of primers used in PCR validation.

Pest Manag Sci 2018; 74: 2530–2543

pathways is evolutionarily conserved in D. melanogaster. Our
comparisons of derived P450 amino acid sequences identiﬁed
that 16 P450 genes have nonsynonymous (amino acid-changing)
mutations within SRS 1 – 6 and/or ‘meander’-binding regions that
are highly conserved among P450 sequences. Previous studies
indicate that amino acids within SRS 1 – 6 contribute to the stability of the catalytic site and deﬁne the substrate speciﬁcity.76
Additionally, an I115L alteration in the SRS 1 region of CYP6B1 is
involved in substrate turnover in Papilio polyxenes.77 Recent work
by Schmidt et al.78 demonstrated that transgenic overexpression
of the CYP6W1_Ala370 allele increased DDT resistance relative to
CYP6W1_Val370 and CYP6W1_Gly370. Therefore, we can infer that
the overexpression of CYP6W1_Ala370 mutation that is located in
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genomes.72,73 Interestingly, we observed that the CYP2 clade
(CYP18A1, CYP305A1, CYP306A1, and CYP307A2) has no amino
acid diﬀerence between the 91-C and 91-R strains, whereas other
CYP clades associated with metabolism of both endogenous and
xenobiotic substrates may be more likely to have amino acid
variations in order to adapt to environmental selection pressures.
Cyp305a1 is involved in ecdysteroid synthesis and lipid storage
regulation,74 and Cyp306a1 (Phantom) is a Halloween gene encoding an ecdysteroid 25-hydroxylase.75 Furthermore, Drosophila
Cyp18a1 is an ecdysone-responsive gene and possibly encodes
an ecdysteroid 26-hydroxylase/oxidase, which coordinates major
developmental transitions in Drosophila.72 Therefore, our results
imply that the CYP2 clade involved in hormone metabolism
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SRS 5 of CYP6W1 may play a role in the DDT resistance phenotype
in the 91-R strain.
Although SRS regions are predicted to inﬂuence the stability of
P450 protein structures and substrate speciﬁcities, site-directed
mutagenesis outside of the canonical SRS regions of P450 proteins
has demonstrated that amino acid substitutions also aﬀect catalytic activity and substrate reactivity.79,80 Thus, the 13 nonsynonymous mutations from ten P450s that reside in or near functional
domains, and that are ﬁxed diﬀerently between 91-C and 91-R,
may aﬀect substrate selectivity and catalytic activity against xenobiotics. Thus, these candidate mutations may impact the degree
of DDT resistance or susceptibility in 91-C and 91-R, but additional
experiments are required to further investigate these hypotheses.
As these mutations are ﬁxed diﬀerently between independent laboratory lines, the assumption is that all ﬁxed changes are the eﬀect
of positive selection as a result of the response to DDT exposure
in 91-R. Notwithstanding this, the potential remains that genetic
drift within these small populations could have resulted in these
changes by random chance. Thus, additional tests are required
to interrogate changes in function as a consequence of protein
changes caused by the predicted nonsynonymous mutations, as
well as establish linkage (co-segregation) of these mutations and
DDT resistance, so our results must be interpreted with caution.
SNPs in transcription factor binding sites may alter the binding
of transcription factors, resulting in altered transcriptional activation and variation in phenotype that may subsequently impact
the susceptibility to insecticide exposure. We identiﬁed no variation within functional ARE sequences of the promoter regions
from nine P450 genes that are diﬀerentially expressed between the
91-C and 91-R strains. Regardless, identifying potential functional
SNPs in transcription factor binding sites could provide evidence
for putative modulation of expression via cis-regulatory elements
in response to environmental exposure. Alternatively, the lack of
predicted mutation of AREs might lend additional support to the
theory that structural changes may be more pronounced in the
DDT resistance trait considered in the current study.
The accumulated diﬀerences in SNP positions between 91-C and
91-R also resulted in the production of an aberrant inserted stop
codon (nonsense mutations) that became ﬁxed between strains.
For example, Cyp6a2 is known to be involved in DDT resistance
(see Introduction) and shows a homozygous deletion of a ‘G’
nucleotide at bp position 1341 in 91-C as compared to a ﬁxed
alternate allele in resistant 91-R. The deletion in 91-C is predicted
to cause a frameshift that introduces a premature stop codon in
exon 2 (Table 3). This Cyp6a2 mutant in 91-C is putatively nonfunctional, as the truncated 483 protein would lack the Cys residue
that is highly conserved and functions within the heme-binding
domain.59 Our analysis conﬁrms the previous predictions for this
frameshift.37 Gross structural changes were predicted in 10 of
the 87 P450s (11.5%) that would result in truncated proteins via
missense mutations. Speciﬁcally, homozygous insertions or deletions that result in truncations ﬁxed diﬀerently between strains
were found in Cyp6a2 and Cyp316a1 from the 91-C strain, and in
Cyp6a14 from the 91-R strain. These premature stop codons cause
aberrant translation and resultant truncated proteins that lack
the highly conserved oxygen-binding motif, the heme-binding
motif, and the putative ‘meander’-binding sequence that are
important for catalytic function.81 Consequently, this ﬁnding
further suggests that mutations ﬁxed diﬀerently between strains
91-C and 91-R (e.g. three ﬁxed alleles for DIPs in Cyp6a2, Cyp316a1,
and Cyp6a14) might thereby represent inter-strain diﬀerences. In
view of the involvement of Cyp6a2 in xenobiotic detoxiﬁcation,65
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loss of function in 91-C suggests a loss of capacity for detoxiﬁcation or general stress response. Analogous insertion/deletion
events generating pseudogenes are present in P450s, such as D.
melanogaster Cyp9f3p, which lacks a 93-nucleotide fragment that
encodes 31 amino acids of the heme-binding region.82,83
The Cyp4p clade comprising Cyp4p1/2/3 on chromosome 2R
has experienced a number of duplications and gene losses
across Drosophila species,16 suggesting a degree of functional
redundancy among the gene duplicates. The Cyp4p1 paralog is
up-regulated in response to caﬀeine exposure,27 and Cyp4p1 and
Cyp4p2 are also known to be regulated by ectopic expression of
the Nrf2/Cnc transcription factor.39 The observation that the deletion of upstream regulatory regions of Cyp4p1 in 91-C fails to result
in any signiﬁcant diﬀerence in expression compared with 91-R
conﬁrms the RNA-seq-based estimates of low basal expression in
91-C. Regardless, the Cyp4p clade remains functional in 91-R, and
Cyp4p2 is up-regulated in DDT- and imidacloprid-resistant ﬂies
when compared with susceptible counterparts.84 The exact role
of the Cyp4 clade in resistance remains unknown. As the gene
family resides outside of genome regions of a selective sweep47
and shows no signiﬁcant up-regulation in 91-R compared with
the deﬁcient 91-C strain, one might conclude that Cyp4p1/2/3
may not be involved in the DDT resistance trait of 91-R. Such a
conclusion would contradict evidence provided by ﬁxation of the
deletion diﬀerently between strains, and thus could suggest that
any inﬂuence of Cyp4p gene family members could be additive
or non-additive if paralogs retain ancestral function in response
to xenobiotic exposure. In addition to the Cyp4p1/2 deletion in
the 91-C strain, we have discovered nine P450s (six in the 91-C
strain, two in the 91-R strain and one in both strains) that were 3′
truncated and probably nonfunctional as a consequence of indels
that caused a premature stop codon/frame shift.
A relaxation of selective/functional constraints is a possible
explanation for our observed loss of function for several P450
genes. Both strains have been maintained under much less chemically challenging environments relative to their wild counterparts, which would encounter various plant toxins and artiﬁcial
chemicals/pollutants. This may have enabled them to lose some
xenobiotic-metabolizing P450s to avoid the ﬁtness cost of their
expression in the absence of other such chemical or environmental stresses. The 91-R strain has been exposed to DDT selection,
and thus it is understandable that speciﬁc P450s are probably
needed more in 91-R than in 91-C. Additionally, in spite of evidence that selective sweeps have probably occurred in response to
DDT selection in 91-R,47 it is possible that genetic drift could have
resulted in signiﬁcant genetic variation in the relatively small number of individuals in the 91-C and 91-R laboratory populations.85
While P450 enzymes play a critical role in the metabolism of
endogenous and exogenous chemicals, including insecticides,86
loss-of-function mutations do not result in catastrophic loss of
ﬁtness. In Blattella germanica, multiple P450 pseudogenes result
from deletions or frameshift introductions of stop codons in their
coding DNA sequence (CDS), such as for Cyp9e2 and Cyp4c21.87
Additionally, the large deletions in cattle tick Cyp4w1 generate a
nonfunctional pseudogene.88 This ﬁnding suggests that macroand micro-scale changes might impact the structure and subsequent function of P450 genes, and demonstrate a remarkable
degree of allelic diversity through processes such as gene duplication, substitution mutation, and generation of pseudogenes
among Drosophila species.16,20
To the best of our knowledge, this study represents the ﬁrst
combined structural and functional analysis of variation in P450s
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Structural and functional variations of P450s between Drosophila strains
between highly DDT-resistant and -susceptible strains. Prior evidence suggests that high levels of DDT resistance in 91-R are
polygenic, with multiple SNPs in 13 genomic regions contributing
to the DDT resistance phenotype.47 Although comparative, the
detection of SNPs and overrepresentation of nonsynonymous
changes suggest putative functional changes in response to
selection. Regardless, secondary validation of these structural
changes and potential impacts on the DDT resistance phenotypes remain to be investigated. Speciﬁcally, the present study
provides potential candidate SNPs within P450 genes for future
functional studies using transgenic lines, CRISPR/Cas9, or genetic
re-selection experiments to identify putative causal mutations
that contribute to the observed DDT resistance phenotype in an
additive or non-additive fashion.

5

CONCLUSION

The expression proﬁles and structural variations of a total of
87 P450 genes of D. melanogaster were compared between
DDT-susceptible and -resistant populations. Our results represent
an additional step toward understanding the evolutionary adaptive response of functional and structural variation within the
P450 gene family as a result of directional selection imposed by
chronic high levels of DDT exposure. In view of the widespread
continuous use of pesticides in many agroecosystems, our study
may provide useful insights into the rapid acquisition and stability
of evolved resistance to insecticide selection, and the ability of
insects to adapt to changing environments. Thus, future comparative CYP-omic studies, like the one performed here, in other pest
populations or pest species, or both, may continue to expand our
understanding of the evolution of detoxiﬁcation systems under
diverse evolutionary selection pressures.
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